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standard by the amount of aggregate sacrifice and the manner
in which this aggregate is distributed among the taxpayers.
§ 3. Here at the outset we are confronted with a fundamental
difficulty. To speak of aggregate sacrifice or satisfaction and
the distribution of these things implies that satisfactions are,
at least in principle, capable of being summed. If they are not,
neither least aggregate sacrifice nor equal sacrifice can possibly
be used as principles of taxation. It has been argued that they
cannot in fact be summed, sometimes on one, sometimes on
another, of two grounds ; first, that, as being states of mind,
they are in their nature non-quantitative; secondly, that,
whatever be the case with different mental states of the same
person, every mind is eternally separate from every other, so
that there is no way in which the mental states of different
people can be compared or combined. It is necessary to con-
sider both these contentions.
The first of them need not, I think, detain us long. It is
too patently contrary to experience. We all know that we
are happier — enjoying more satisfaction — at one time than
at another and that some events inflict on us greater sacrifice
than others. Whether we can properly claim to feel, say,
" twice " as happy or suffer " twice " as large a sacrifice of satis-
faction on some occasions as on others is more doubtful;
but that is not required. Different satisfactions and sacrifices
to the same person are quantitatively comparable.
The second contention is more persuasive. For certainly
nobody can lay his mind alongside that of another person, and
we cannot disprove the suggestion that, of two apparently similar
persons in exactly equivalent situations, the satisfaction enjoyed
by A is enormously greater than that enjoyed by B. Thus,
while direct measurement is unattainable, indirect measurement
by objective tests is unreliable. But, after all, we cannot disprove
the suggestion that other people do not exist at all! In the
ordinary affairs of life, while recognising the existence of
individual idiosyncrasies, racial differences, differences due to
habits and training and so on, we always assume that groups
of prima facie similar -men will be mentally affected by similar
situations in much the same way ; that they will get roughly
equal enjoyment from a dish of ham and eggs and will suffer
a roughly similar sacrifice from surrendering their seat in a
railway carriage. We expect similar situations to produce

